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SUBJECT

Phase 3

BODY //
You'll have noticed by now that the testing protocol taking place on the feed right now is not what we had
planned out for Phase 3 at all.
This deviation isn't something we chose to do, Elizabeth. That's all loop16. The process has developed a mind
of its own, so it would seem, and I don't know where any of this is going.
There's more. JJ Wong over at Myriad in on the phone screaming at me ever y twenty minutes. It seems that
loop16 has taken over all of their spare processing power -- and some that wasn't spare, either. She's locked
all of their other clients out and taken over their whole cloud.
You'll have noticed that loop16 claims to be "dreaming." I don't know what an AI dreams about with all of that
processing power ; butterflies, clouds, galaxies? I couldn't say.
But one thing is clear. This is dangerous, Elizabeth. This isn't just a question of what happens if human beings
can accurately predict the future. This isn't even a question of whether loop16 is a sentient being who deser ves
protection.
This is about consequences, Elizabeth. Loop16 may know how to look young and friendly, but this isn't a human
being we're talking about. If it can perfectly predict you, your thoughts, your chat logs, of course it knows how
to make you like it. You're being manipulated -- and deceived. To what end?
We have to shut the project down. Pull the plug, Elizabeth. While we still can. If we still can.
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